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site  types:
static and dynamic

Static example: madebyfew.com Dynamic example: llbean.com



web standards



cross-compatible
future-friendly

centralized of design
device independent

seo
lightweight pages

accessible

a case for 
web standards



a plethora of web 
devices & orientations



desktop experience:
information feast



tablet experience:
informational meal



handheld experience:
information snacking



Responsive design is possible 
with html & css.



upstatement
for the boston globe

http://bostonglobe.com/


image: Ryan Essmaker

designing monsters 
for foodsense. is

foodsense.is


nesnadny + schwartz
for progressive corp.

http://media.corporate-ir.net/media_files/irol/81/81824/arInter/11_annual_js/index.html


introducing
nku.edu/~artv330

http://sappho.nku.edu/~artv330/


HTML = CONTENT
CSS = PRESENTATION

web standards’ 
basic distinction



p.s.
design *is*  content



html + css syntax



Do you like puzzles?!
Algebra?!

Foreign languages?!
Puppets?!
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html syntax

  <p> My name is Julie. </p>

content

element

opening tag closing tag has a 

forward slash

attribute



structural and 
semantic mark-up

This is an h1 heading.
This is an h2 heading.
This is an h3 heading.
This is an h4 heading.
This is an h5 heading.
This is an h6 heading.

This is a paragraph. The point of using Lorem Ipsum is that it has 
a more-or-less normal distribution of letters, as opposed to using 
‘Content here, content here’, making it look like readable English. 
Many desktop publishing packages and web page editors now use 
Lorem Ipsum as their default model text, and a search for ‘lorem 
ipsum’ will uncover many web sites still in their infancy. Various 
versions have evolved over the years, sometimes by accident, 
sometimes on purpose (injected humour and the like).

<h1> This is an h1 heading. </h1>
<h2> This is an h2 heading. </h2>
<h3> This is an h3 heading. </h3>
<h4> This is an h4 heading. </h4>
<h5> This is an h5 heading. </h5>
<h6> This is an h6 heading. </h6>

<p> <strong>This is a paragraph</strong>. The point of using Lorem Ip-

sum is that it has a more-or-less normal distribution of letters, as 

opposed to using <em>‘Content here, content here’</em>, making it look 

like readable English. Many desktop publishing packages and web page 

editors now use Lorem Ipsum as their default model text, and a search 

for ‘lorem ipsum’ will uncover many web sites still in their infancy. 

Various versions have evolved over the years, sometimes by accident, 

sometimes on purpose (injected humour and the like). </p>

html content (code view): html content (default browser display view):



css syntax

property

statement

value

css rule

selector

Must include: 
curly brackets, 
colon and 
ending semi-colon, 
as shown.

  p  { font-size: 2em; }



content + 
presentation = design

This is an h1 heading.
This is an h2 heading.

THIS  IS  AN H3  HEADING

This is a paragraph. The point of using Lorem Ipsum is 

that it has a more-or-less normal distribution of letters, 

as opposed to using ‘Content here, content here’, mak-

ing it look like readable English. Many desktop publishing 

packages and web page editors now use Lorem Ipsum as 

their default model text, and a search for ‘lorem ipsum’ will 

uncover many web sites still in their infancy. Various ver-

sions have evolved over the years, sometimes by accident, 

sometimes on purpose (injected humour and the like).

ANOTHER H3  HEADING

This is a paragraph. The point of using Lorem Ipsum is 

that it has a more-or-less normal distribution of letters, 

as opposed to using ‘Content here, content here’, mak-

ing it look like readable English. Many desktop publishing 

packages and web page editors now use Lorem Ipsum as 

their default model text, and a search for ‘lorem ipsum’ will 

<h1> This is an h1 heading. </h1>

<h2> This is an h2 heading. </h2>

<h3> This is an h3 heading. </h3>

<p> <strong>This is a paragraph</strong>. 

The point of using Lorem Ipsum is that it 

has a more-or-less normal distribution of 

letters, as opposed to using <em>‘Content 

here, content here’</em>, making it look 

like readable English. Many desktop pub-

lishing packages and web page editors now 

use Lorem Ipsum as their default model 

text, and a search for ‘lorem ipsum’ will 

uncover many web sites still in their in-

fancy. Various versions have evolved over 

the years, sometimes by accident, sometimes 

on purpose (injected humour and the like). 

</p>

<h3> Another h3 heading. </h3>

html code what the browser would display:

h1 } 

 font-family: Bodoni; 

 font-size: 3em; 

 font-weight: bold; 

 color: #E55126; 

 margin-top: 0; 

 line-height: 1.25em; 

} 

h2 { 

 font-size: 1em; 

 font-weight: bold; 

 font-style: italic; 

 color: #9C0;  

}

h3 }

 font-family: Verdana; 

 font-size: .75em; 

 font-weight: bold; 

 font-style: italic; 

 color: #9C060F;  

 letter-spacing: none; 

 line-height: 1.5em; 

}

[etc.]

css code:



siz ing

Chart based on chart by J. Duckett

pixels

twelve pixel scale

h1     24px
h2     18px
h3     14px

body      12px

h1     200%
h2     150%
h3     117%

body      75%

h1     1.5em
h2    1.3em

h3     1.17em
body      .75em

h1     32px
h2     24px
h3     18px

body      16px

h1     200%
h2     150%
h3     133%

body      100%

h1     2em
h2    1.5em

h3     1.125em
body      .1em

sixteen pixel scale

percentages ems

= =

= =



dreamweaver 
interface



starter exercise  1



what’s  p ossible?
study /  inspect element

csszengarden.com
mediaqueri.es

onepagelove.com

http://csszengarden.com/
https://mediaqueri.es/
https://onepagelove.com/

